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Territorial and recreation complex (TRC) - a special form of territorial 

organization of the economy, which is formed in the interconnected development 

of recreational and other economic activities on a compact territory, which has 

specific socio-economic and natural features; territorial system in which several 

types of economic activities, organizational - and functionally designed to 

maximize the recreational effect. 

Recreational complex territorial structure of Ukraine consists of many parts. 

The primary component of this complex is resorts, homes and recreation centers, 

tourist centers. Separately placed resorts, creates recreational basis points. 

Settlement with several recreational places called resort. Resorts may be placed as 

part of the city, in which are concentrated recreational items: motels, database and 

so on. The set of recreational areas and resorts that use the specified territory and 

placed it on infrastructure, create recreational areas. Group recreational areas 

creates a recreational area (eg, Krimsky, coastal area of Odessa or Nikolaev 

regions). Recreational areas due to transport and functional relationships create 

recreational areas. 

Territorial recreational System (TRS) - a form of recreational activity in a 

particular area, which provides a functional relationship, cooperation and 

coordination of all subsystems, blocks and elements recreational facilities to 

provide recreation . In real life TRS as can be seen not often. But this theoretical 

model badly needed as the sample as a reference to create the most effective 

systems of recreational facilities, to organize a coordinated and efficient functional 

interaction of all components and all participants in the recreational process. 

Such systems are formed on the basis of natural facilities that meet the needs 

of people in the area because they are viewed as recreational resources. In 

geography had a fairly clear idea about these resources and their methods of 

evaluation, including natural physiological and socio-economic elements. Some 

recreational resources directly consumed by the population during informal 

recreation. 

TRS In a narrow sense consists of natural objects (resources), service 

establishments and consumers (tourists) that use them. With  the features of 

outdoor activities are four basic types of  TRS: 1) treatment, 2) Health: 3) Sports 4) 

cognitive. 

In Sumy region there are the following TRS: Nature Reserve " Mihaylіvska 

tsіlina " NAS of Ukraine (Lebedinsky region), reserve national importance " Banny 

Yar  " (Sumy region), natural monument of national importance " Ozero 



 
 

Shelehіvske " (Lebedinsky region), landscape reserve of national importance 

“Serednoseymskyy” (Putyvlskyy region). 

Wildlife 

"Mihaylіvska 

tsіlina" NAS of 

Ukraine 

(Lebedinsky 

region) occupies a 

special place 

among the 

protected sites 

Sumy. Its 

uniqueness lies in 

the fact that this 

area is protected 

upland meadow 

steppe. This small 

corner neoranoho desert represents luchni steppes. Mikhailovska tsilyna is a 

department of Ukrainian Steppe Nature Reserve. Step its changeable lights flowers, 

grass sriblyastym hrayem, unique fragrance, chirping birds fascinates its visitors, 

gives feeling of unity with nature. Mihaylіvska tsіlina land is an important 

component of natural reserve fund of Ukraine. 

 Geological  nature  

monument "Ozero 

Shelehіvske" in 

Lebedinsky region 

covers an area of  7.0 ha. 

Arose ozero Shelehіvske 

during the ice age. 

Helicopter forest lake 

resembles a huge 

straighten a horseshoe 

with green specks island 

in the middle. Flora is 

extremely rich. Many 

sources flowed into a 

small stream, which put a dam and mill. The remains of the dam survived to this 

day. 



 
 

Botanical 

Conservation Area 

"Banny Yar" is located in 

the district of Sumy. 

Zakaznik is part of one of 

the largest in the steppe 

zone of Ukraine. This 

forest attracted much 

attention as a place for 

rare, relict species. 

Reserve "Banny Gully" - 

one of the most important 

objects of Eastern Ukraine 

Lypovo-maple-oak forests 

listed in the Green Book 

of Ukraine. Zakaznik the adjacent forests is promising for the creation of this 

natural reserve or national park. 

Landscape reserve of national importance “Serednoseymskyy”  - one of the 

most valuable objects in nature fund Sumy. Today floodplain deciduous forests are 

preserved only in the 

riverine part of the 

reserve, the greater 

part occupied by 

meadows and water, 

as well as riverside 

vegetation oxbow. 

Peserve inherent 

scenic landscapes, 

rich flora and fauna. 

Not far from the river 

Seim grows relict 

species - ostrich 

feather and koruchka 

deciduous - species 

listed in the Red 

Book of Ukraine. 

Individual copies 

ostrich feather in the reserve reaches five feet in height.The area of the Reserve and 

adjacent to his forests, meadows and wetlands is promising to create protected 

objects higher category - National Park. 



 
 

Thus we conclude that the Sumy is also a great place to relax. There TRS data 

can be made active rest, get directions sport - health tourism (hiking). Tourists can 

enjoy the beautiful scenery, diverse flora and fauna of the primary areas. 
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